Be-Lounge is a new event venue located in Willebroek Belgium with close access to the A12 and E19. It’s part of brandnew industrial complex and is equiped with all “state of the art” facilities in Audio, Lights, Ledwalls, Projection systems etc.

It is furnished with design furniture from Jorge Najeda and Philippe Starck.

Be Lounge offers a platform for Productlaunches, Seminars, Kick-Off’s, Customer Events and Personnel Parties and this at very competitive “all-in package” prices. Next to that you can appeal on our large know how and expertise for the creative interpretation of your event and all organizational aspects.

Please find hereunder a Moodbook followed by a technical descriptive and all elementary info.

For more information, please contact:

Sara Boussery : 09 3845515 or 0495 267236
sara@be-lounge.be
AN IMPRESSION OF

Bc-LOUNGE
THE BETTER PLACE TO BE FOR EVENTS ...
Technical specifications & descriptions of equipment and venue.

Description of the Hall.
Surface 1100m². 31,50 mtrs on 36 mtrs. Free height 6,50 mtrs.
Equipped with two industrial access ports (420cm W x 450 H).
Double entry doors in/out.
Entry lobby wit illuminated counter, color adjustable.
Separated sanitary rooms M/F.
The venue is in Blackbox set up with fire retardant molton.
Equipped with all necessary fire extinguish equipments such as fire
reels and – extinguishers in direct access on several places.
The venue is sub dividable in two equal parts by large black molton
curtains, these are in open function hidden in support pillars.
In an annex hall connected to Be-lounge there is a separate truck
entrance and a working area for the caterer.
Outside at the entrance we provide a large “walkway arch” with a
“fire pyramid” as an eyecatching lightbeacon and heater as the
walkway will also function as a covered “smokers area”.

Description of lighting equipment.
In part A of the Hall we have a rigged elliptical truss structure large 17
mtrs by 8 mtrs wide. We have 4 MAC III Profile 1500 HTI and 4 XL
Ledwash Moving head GLP attached to it.
In part B of the Hall there is a rigged circular truss structure with a
diameter of 8 mtrs.
There is a central stage of 4 mtrs wide and 3 mtrs deep.
The light equipment configuration is :
8 MAC III profile
6 MAC 250 Bema
4 Vari*lite VL 3000
6 XL Led wash moving head 1000 W
Description projection equipment and Led walls.
Central electrical roll up projection screen 6mtrs W on 4 mtrs H.
Projector DLP PT-DZ110E Panasonic 10 000 Lumen HD.
There are “side wings” both left and right in Led Screen 40 mm
Martin. At both sides going out from central screen a panel of 3 mtrs
x 3 mtrs, a panel of 2 mtrs by 2 mtrs and a panel of 1 mtr H by 2 mtrs
W. A led processor Martin P3.
We cover a width of aproximately 24 mtrs with Ledwall and
projection.

Description of Audio Equipment.
Ballroom (B): L-Acoustics speakersystem Kiva.
Lounge (A) : separate speakers 2xQSC K8 en 2xK10
Midas 24 ch mixing table.

Description of Furniture and related items.
In part A of the Hall we have :
  a. An entrance lobby with illuminated reception desk
     (120 cm W)
  b. A separated vestiaire.
  c. 6 illuminated cocktail tables “Brittess” with changeable
     colouring.
  d. A central illuminated bar with changeable
     colouring connected to our main light mixing
     table. Length 5,4 mtrs. Bar Jumbo by
     Jorge Najeda for Slide. Back bar in pyramid
     structure with display Cubes from the Slide
     Collection.
  e. Two illuminated circular seating
     elements, 2 mtrs D, “Pouf” by Slide,
     changeable colouring connected to main
     light mixing table.
f. Two series of three illuminated seating elements “Snake” by Slide.
g. An “Arty Light Canvas” 2,80 mtrs H on 12 mtrs W.
h. Technical equipment for beverage: beer tap, fridges.

In part B of the Hall we have:

a. An increased platform 8 mtrs W on 5 mtrs D with a floor in harlequin pattern with a 3 mtrs wide VIP bar in black carrara marble pattern with pads in Chesterfield pattern. Above there is a circular truss of 4 mtrs D with 5 medium size crystal chandeliers and one large. The bar is equipped with two beer taps and fridges.
b. There are 250 plexi chairs, design by Philippe Starck “Victoria Ghost”. Price calculated in accordance to requested quantity.
c. There are 25 round tables, 1mtr 80 D suitable for 10 persons. Price calculated in accordance to requested quantity.

As all equipment and furniture are permanently in the venue, there are no transport, loading and building costs, so we are able to make very competitive “all-in” package offers in which the renting of the venue and the utility consumption are free of charge!

Feel free to contact us for more information:
Office: 32 (9) 3845515
Sara Boussery: sara@be-lounge.be 32(0)495 267236
Manu Blancquaert: manu@be-lounge.be 32 (0)495 225515